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The free-energy profile and the classical kinetics of the heme carbomonoxide binding-unbinding reaction
have been derived by means of a theoretical method for the separated chains of human (HbA) and Trematomus
newnesi major component (HbTn) hemoglobin. The results reveal that the R- and �-chains of HbA have
similar values of kinetic constants for the dissociation of the Fe-CO state, in agreement with experimental
data. Comparisons of the present findings with the data obtained for the R- and �-chains of HbTn and with
theoretical and experimental results previously collected on myoglobin provide a detailed picture of this
important biochemical reaction in globins. The sequence and structural differences among the globins are not
reflected in meaningful variations in the rate of CO dissociation. These data support the conclusion that the
differences observed for the reaction with CO of globins, if any, involve the rate of ligand migration to the
solvent, rather than the Fe-CO complex formation/rupture. Furthermore, our results agree with the recent
discovery that globin family proteins exhibit common dynamics, thus confirming the observation that the
dynamic properties of proteins are strongly related to their overall architecture.

Introduction

The heme group, a planar organic molecule with a central
iron atom, plays a central role as an active center in biomolecules
performing functions that range from oxygen storage to redox
reactions and catalysis. The binding and release of a small ligand
with the iron of a heme buried within a compact protein is one
of the simplest and most fundamental chemical reactions taking
place in living organisms. The globin family is an important
model system for these reactions. Hemoglobins (Hbs) are the
most prominent members of the globin family. These molecules
are widely distributed in all living organisms including animals,
plants, bacteria, and yeasts. Hbs are tetrameric molecules
composed by the assembly of two identical R-� heterodimers,
in which each subunit carries a heme group to which oxygen,
carbon monoxide, and other ligands bind reversibly. Hb is
traditionally thought to assume two different tetrameric con-
formations, T or tense, characterized by a low affinity for the
ligand and typical of the unliganded form, and R or relaxed,
with high affinity and typical of the ligated form,1 but recent
crystallographic analyses have clearly shown that a wider variety
of structural states are accessible to Hb.2-5

When the R- and �-chains of human Hb (HbA) are isolated,
their structural properties are similar and resemble those of

natural HbA.6,7 However, some features are different: the ligand
affinity is greatly increased, and subtle modifications in heme
pockets are observed.6 Although distinctions between the R-
and �-chains are subtle, they are discernible by a variety of
techniques: the two subunits show differences in exchangeable
hydrogens, in the visible adsorption spectrum and in the CD
spectrum.8-10 Furthermore, individual R- and �-chains are more
unstable than tetrameric HbA, and the R-globin is more unstable
than �-globin.9,11 The �-chains can form dimers and tetramers
that are more stable than the monomeric form, whereas the
R-chain is preferentially monomeric, although it can form
unstable dimers.9,11

Many experimental studies have been performed to determine
affinity and kinetic constants of the ligand binding reaction for
the separated chains of HbA and for each chain within the
tetramer, and a variety of results have been reported.12-16 In
this respect, interesting results have been obtained using CO as
a probe.

First, studies suggested that CO migration into and out of
the HbA subunits was different.1 However, more recently it has
been shown that there is a great similarity in the behavior of
the R- and �-chains.12,15 Indeed, Gibson and co-workers,17

Hernan and Sligar,18 and Unzai et al.19 demonstrated that the
R- and �-HbA chains have similar affinities for CO (differences
in free energy is less than 2 kJ/mol) and are similar to those of
intact hemoglobin. The R- and �-subunits in both R and T states
show roughly equal CO association rate constants and only
slightly different dissociation rate constants.19 In particular, in
the R-state the association rate constant is about 6 µM-1 s-1
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for the R-chain and �-chain, whereas in the T-state it is 0.16
µM-1 s-1 for the R-chain and 0.07 µM-1 s-1 for the �-chain.
The koff is in the range 0.005-0.012 s-1 for the R-chain and
0.007-0.011 s-1 for the �-chain.

Recently, theoretical methods have been successfully used
to study the members of the globin family,20-23 and the influence
of the molecular structure on the energetics of the quintet and
singlet states of the heme has been reported.21 The Perturbed
Matrix Method (PMM)20 combined with extended molecular
dynamics sampling has been used to characterize the kinetics
of heme CO binding/unbinding in myoglobin.24

Here, we report a study of the CO binding/unbinding to the
separated chains of HbA and of the major Hb isolated from the
Antarctic fish Trematomus newnesi (HbTn chains). The com-
parison between HbA and HbTn chains is interesting, as it has
been proved that these Hbs exhibit different structural and
biophysical properties25-27 in their carbomonoxy state. In
particular, recent studies have revealed that the two proteins
have large differences in their auto-oxidation pathway starting
from the CO form:28,29 HbTn oxidation leads to the formation
of species such as bishistidyl adducts and pentacoordinated
states, whereas HbA essentially oxidizes to aquo-met forms.
Notably, the oxidation leads to the formation of the bishistidine
only in the �-subunit of HbTn.

The results of this study have been compared with available
experimental data and with previous results collected on
myoglobin.

Methods

System and Definitions. HbA is a globular protein with a
molecular mass of 64.5 kDa containing two R and two � globin
chains, each one associated with a heme prosthetic group. The
two chains are very similar in overall conformation but differ
substantially in amino acid sequence.30 The R chain has 141
residues and the � chain 146 residues. The number of residue
differences is 47. The structure of both the R- and �-chain
closely resembles that of myoglobin.30,31 It consists of eight
tightly packed helices. The six major and the two short R-helices
that make up the structure of each chain (globin fold) are labeled
A through H, according to the traditional naming scheme. The
helices form an approximately cylindrical bundle, with the heme
and its central iron atom bound in a hydrophobic pocket between
helices E and F. The main difference between the R- and �-chain
is the lack of helix D, replaced by a loop in the R-chain.

HbTn structure is similar to that of HbA. The R-chain has
142 residues and the �-chain 146 residues. The main differences
between the HbA and HbTn structure are located at the CDR
region, where the fish Hb has an insertion of a proline in position
47 and at the N-terminal Ser that is acetylated in HbTn.

MD Simulations. All the computer simulations reported in
this study were performed using GROMACS 3.2 package32 and
the GROMOS96 force field. The R- and the �-chain models
for HbA and HbTn have been taken from the X-ray structures
of the CO-bound forms of the two proteins solved at 1.2533

and 2.20 Å34 resolution, respectively. The starting models were
immersed in a box containing about 7500 simple-point-charge35

water molecules. The ionization state was set to mimic a neutral
pH environment. The overall charge of the systems was
neutralized by adding the appropriate number of ions more than
7 Å away from the protein surface. In the first step of the
equilibration process, the solvent was relaxed by energy
minimization followed by a 20 ps MD at 300 K. The overall
system was then minimized without restraints, before the
productive run, and 23-25 ns for each system have been

collected. We used the last 20 ns of the trajectories for the
analyses. All bond lengths were constrained by LINCS;36

Newton’s equations of motion were integrated with a time step
of 2 fs, and atomic coordinates were saved for analyses every
0.5 ps. A dielectric constant of 1 was used. The Part Mesh Ewald
method (PME)37 was used for the treatment of electrostatic
interactions for atoms at a distance greater than 9 Å. All systems
were simulated in the NVT ensemble at 300 K using periodic
boundary conditions in the three coordinate directions and
constraining the molecule in the center of the simulation box.
The temperature was kept constant using the Berendsen
thermostat with a coupling constant τp ) 1 fs.38 The parameters
describing the His-Heme-CO force field used in the simulation
are those previously reported.24

To determine the equilibrated portion of the trajectories,
essential degrees of freedom for the two chains of HbA and
HbTn were extracted from the two trajectories according to the
essential dynamics method,39-43 and the overlap of the essential
spaces of each ensemble was evaluated by using the rmsip, as
previously suggested.40-44 The convergence in the essential
space (first 10 eigenvectors) was checked by using the root-
mean-square inner product (rmsip) between two halves of the
equilibrated trajectory.40-44

In particular, the rmsip is defined as

where Vi
a and Vj

b are the ith and jth eigenvectors from the first
and second half of the equilibrated trajectory, respectively. Only
CR atoms were included in the definition of the covariance
matrices for the enzyme.

Perturbed Matrix Method and Kinetic Modeling. The
computational details of PMM and kinetic modeling have been
fully described by Amadei et al.24 In the present paper, only
some relevant aspects will be recalled. PMM is a perturbative
approach whose basic approximation is the possibility to define
a subportion of the simulated system to be explicitly treated at
the electronic level, hereafter termed as quantum center (QC),
with the rest of the systemstypically the rest of the protein
and the solventsacting as a classical perturbation.

Briefly, the perturbed QC Hamiltonian matrix H̃ on the
Born-Oppenheimer (BO) surface is defined as

where H̃° is the unperturbed QC Hamiltonian matrix constructed
in the present study via configuration interaction calculations
with single and double excitations (CISD), including the ground
state plus nine excited states; qT is the QC total charge; V is
the perturbation electric potential exerted by the environment
on the quantum center; Z̃ is the perturbation matrix provided
by the inner products between the unperturbed transition dipoles
and the perturbing electric field; and ∆V approximates the
perturbation due to all the terms from the quadrupoles on as a
simple short-range potential. It is worth noting that, at each MD
frame, the electric potential and field exerted by the environment
can be calculated and the perturbed Hamiltonian matrix diago-
nalized. Hence, a trajectory of the perturbed eigenvalues and
eigenvectors is obtained. Such a calculation, if carried out along
predefined reaction coordinates, provides the free energy change
(∆A)
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∑
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H̃ = H̃0 + qTV Ĩ + Z̃1 + ∆VĨ (1)
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In the previous equations, ∆(ε′ + qTV) provides the energy
change, for each MD frame, due to the transition along the
reaction coordinates, and ηa is the position of the reaction
coordinates used to obtain the statistical ensemble, i.e., used in
the MD simulation. Moreover, the subscript ηa and the zero
superscript of the averaging operator mean that the average is
taken in the statistical ensemble where the reaction coordinates
are constrained at ηa. The perturbing electric field, used to
construct the perturbed Hamiltonian matrix utilized in PMM,
was obtained at each MD configuration by the atomic charges
within the simulation box (excluding QC charges).

We utilized the same reaction center (the quantum center,
Figure 1) of the previous article,24 defined by the isolated His-
Heme-CO complex. The calculations have been done using
Gaussian9845 and GamessUS packages.46 The computational
level, the force field, and the specific parametrization for the
internal degrees of freedom of heme used in this paper have
been tested in many other works20,24 and references therein. The
reaction coordinate, i.e., the iron-carbon distance, was used to
define a six-point grid starting from the unperturbed potential
energy minimum (located at 1.8 Å on the singlet surface) up to
3.8 Å. The same approach was adopted for the three magnetic
states, i.e., singlet, quintet, and triplet.

Such a scan was carried out using Density Functional Theory
adopting the B3LYP functional47 in conjunction with the
following basis set: Hay and Wadt Effective Core Potential
(ECP)48 for iron and double-� basis set for core and valence
electrons, respectively; 6-311++G(d,p) basis set for the atoms
directly connected to iron and for CO; and finally, 6-31G for
the remaining atoms. Using the obtained eigenvectors, we have
performed configuration interaction calculations only to con-
struct the PMM-Hamiltonian. For the application of PMM at
each point, the first nine excitation energies and transition
dipoles were obtained using configuration interaction calcula-
tions including single and double excitation (CISD) using as a
reference the Slater determinant, the one obtained by B3LYP
calculations. These quantum chemical calculations are free of
any assumption.

Analysis of the Trajectories. To determine local deviations
from the starting structure, the root-mean-square deviation
(rmsd) of the individual CR atoms was computed as follows

where ri represents the CR position at time i and r0 the reference
value.

The rmsd was also calculated using the recently derived
reference set of fixed residues. In particular, residues 23-42,
57-63, 101-111, and 118-125 of the HbA R-chain and
residues 51-57, 110-116, and 119-132 of the HbA �-chain
have been compared to the same set of residues in the starting
structure. A similar analysis has been performed on the R- and
�-chains of HbTn.

Information on the mobility of each protein CR atoms with
respect to the average structure was derived by measuring the
root-mean-square fluctuation (rmsf), as follows

where ri represents the CR position at time i and <r > the average
value.

Results

Structural Stability. Several time-dependent properties of
the R- and �-chains of human and Trematomus newnesi major
component hemoglobin were analyzed to ascertain the stability
of the MD simulations. The root-mean-square deviation (rmsd)
of the coordinates during the simulation versus the starting
models as a function of time is reported in Figure 2. This plot
shows that a plateau is reached after 3000 ps for the CR atoms
of each chain and that the simulated structures remain close to
their starting models (rmsd < 2 Å). The time evolutions of the
secondary structure elements, the total number of hydrogen
bonds, and the radius of gyration (data not shown) indicate that
the globins maintain the correct globular folding during the
simulations.

To ensure that the structural and dynamic properties derived
from the simulations are free from initial nonequilibrium effects,
all the analyses were performed in the last 20 ns of the trajectory.
In this region, the essential subspace converged as revealed by
calculating the rmsip value (see Methods) between the two
halves of the trajectory (rmsip values from 0.64 to 0.67), and
the geometric parameters analyzed showed low standard
deviations.

Deviations and Fluctuations. To characterize the differences
between the simulated structure of R- and �-chains of HbTn
and HbA and those of the starting models, we have computed
the root-mean-square deviation (rmsd) between the average
conformations obtained from the simulations and the structures
of the R- and �-chains of HbA and HbTn within the tetramer.
The overall structure of each chain closely matches that of the
crystallographic structure (Figure 3). In HbA, the rmsd per
residue shows that deviations from the starting models larger
than 2.0 Å are located at the chain termini, between helices A
and B, at the CE loop, at the end of helix E, and in the EF loop
for the R-chain and between helices A and B, at the helix C, at
the CD and EF loops, and at the C-terminal tail for the �-chain.
In the Antarctic fish Hb, the highest deviations are located at
the CE loop and at the termini for the R-chain, whereas they
are more diffuse on the �-chain. In particular, the highest
mobilities are observed at the CD, EF, and GH loops and at

∆A = -kT ln〈e-�∆(ε′+qTV)〉ηa

0 (2)

Figure 1. Schematic view of the quantum center used in our PMM
calculation, defined by the heme-CO complex and including the
proximal histidine side chain.
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the residues 100-101 of helix G. These data are not surprising
given that the most significant differences between the corre-
sponding structures are located in flexible loops and/or in regions
that in the X-ray structures are involved in the formation of
intersubunit contacts.

The rmsd has also been used to ensure that the quantum center
(QC) has a rather rigid structure. This finding ensures that at
each point of the reaction coordinate we can evaluate the
unperturbed basis set without spanning the internal fluctuations
of QC. The QCs present low rmsd with a maximum value of
0.93 Å, after superimposition of all atoms.

The dynamics of the R- and �-chains of HbA and HbTn
during the simulations have been also analyzed. The result
indicates that the �-chains of HbTn and HbA share a similar
flexibility that is generally greater than that of the R-chain,
whereas the R-chain of HbTn is somewhat less flexible than
that of HbA. For each structure, the root-mean-square fluctuation
(rmsf) is larger in the loop regions and at the helix termini,
whereas helical segments show a smaller mobility. Particularly,
in the R-chain of HbA the most flexible regions are the N- and
C-terminal residues, the EF loop, the region between helix A
and B, and the beginning of helix C and of helix E (Figure
4A). In the �-chain of HbA, the most flexible regions are located
at the chain termini, at the CD and EF loops, and at the helix
C (Figure 4B).These data are in good agreement with the picture

depicted by Ho and co-workers for the dynamics of the R- and
�-chains of carbomonoxy tetrameric HbA.49

In the R-chain of HbTn, the most flexible regions are the
loop residues 1-2, 49, and 143 (Figure 4C), whereas in the
�-chain higher mobility is observed for the chain termini, at
the CD and GH corners (Figure 4D).

Free Energy Profile of CO-Heme Binding/Unbinding.
The free energy profile of the CO binding/unbinding to the R-
and �-chains of HbA and HbTn as obtained by PMM and MD
simulations is reported in Figure 5. As expected, the ligated
singlet state is more stable than the quintet state, and the
transition state of the reaction is determined by the crossing
between the singlet and quintet surfaces. From the figure, it is
evident that the free energy surfaces of the R- and �-chains of
HbA and HbTn are strictly similar. The computations also
indicate that the ligated R- and �-chains of the two hemoglobins
have similar stabilities.

In Table 1, the free energy barriers obtained from the reaction
free energy surface have been reported in comparison with
the data obtained for myoglobin and with that obtained for the
unperturbed QC reference state. The free energy barriers of the
four Hb chains are almost identical. Furthermore, as observed
for myoglobin,24 each Hb chain has a catalytic effect, lowering
the energy barrier with respect to the unperturbed state. The
values obtained for the Hb chains are also similar to those
previously reported for myoglobin. The energy difference (∆E
about 30 kJ/mol) between the electronic states when the iron is
hexacoordinated (singlet) and when CO is dissociated (iron is
pentacoordinated and in the quintet state) obtained using our
approach is in reasonable agreement, within the noise, with the
data obtained by other authors (∆E ) 9-19 kcal/mol).21

Rate Constants for CO Dissociation. The calculated rate
constant for CO dissociation (kunb) of the four Hb chains is about
0.45 s-1, corresponding to a half-life of a few seconds. This
constant refers to the rupture of the Fe-CO covalent bond. Such
results are comparable to those obtained for myoglobin at both
30024 and 200 K (unpublished data). Assuming that the rupture
of the Fe-CO bond is the rate-limiting step of the dissociation
process, calculated kunb can be compared with the experimental
rate for dissociation constants (koff). Indeed, the kunb values
calculated for R- and �-chains of human hemoglobin well agree
with the dissociation constants koff available in the literature,
obtained for the separated chains of HbA and for the chains
within the tetramer (Table 2) (note that only a few tenths of
kilojoules/mole variation in the unbinding barrier would account
for about 40 times variation of koff). No experimental data are
available for the separated chains of HbTn.

Discussion

The binding and release of small ligands in proteins is a
crucial step in several important biochemical reactions. The
binding of CO to the ferrous form of myoglobin and hemoglo-
bins is perhaps among the most studied reactions taking place
in living organisms. Besides the basic interest in the understand-
ing of this molecular process, it should be recalled that CO is
produced in vivo as a second messenger for regulating various
physiological functions including blood pressure, platelet ag-
gregation, and neurotransmission, and thus this reaction has an
important physiological role.

The overall features of the CO binding to myoglobin, isolated
heme group, and separated Hb chains possess striking similari-
ties. Access to the heme pocket is governed by sequential
barriers. Various theoretical models have been hypothesized to
explain the existence of the barriers. The most commonly used

Figure 2. Time behavior of the root-mean-square positional deviations
from the starting structures computed on CR atoms for the R- and
�-chain of HbA (black and gray lines) and HbTn (blue and light brown
lines, respectively).

Figure 3. Ca atoms of the average structure derived from MD
simulation of the �-chains of HbA (black line) superimposed to its
starting model (gray line).
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model involves: initial entry into the protein matrix, movement
of the protein to allow the ligand to approach the binding site,
and finally bond formation. Vice versa, at 300 K the CO initially
bound at the heme iron overcomes these barriers after photo-
dissociation and moves into the solvent.

In spite of very extensive investigations on the bond formation
of CO to the heme of Mb,24,50-52 a detailed characterization of
the reaction pathway of CO binding to separated chains of

human hemoglobin (HbA) is still missing. It should be recalled
that the overall folding of these globins is similar, but the
residues that form the heme pocket are quite different. For
example, in the 10 Å radius of the R-chain HbA heme there
are 3 His, 4 Phe, and 1 Tyr, whereas the �-chain features 2 His
and 6 Phe. We have performed a computational study on the
CO binding/unbinding to separated chains of HbA. Our results
show that the free energy surfaces for the CO binding to
separated chains of HbA are very similar to each other and that
the kinetic constants are comparable. These data are in agree-
ment with a number of experimental studies.19 Furthermore, we
have also performed a study on the CO binding/unbinding to
the R- and �-chains of major Hb from Trematomus newnesi
(HbTn). In the tetrameric structure, HbA and HbTn exhibit
marked differences in their structural and biophysical proper-
ties.25-29 Our results indicate that the dynamic behavior of HbTn

Figure 4. Root-mean-square fluctuations of CR atoms for R- and �-chains of HbA (panel A and B) and HbTn (panel C and D, respectively).

Figure 5. Single and quintet reaction free energy surface, as obtained
by our PMM calculations for the R- (1) and �-chains (0) of HbA and
HbTn (× and 2, for the R- and �-chain, respectively).

TABLE 1: Free Energy Barrier for the Simulated Systems
Compared to That Previously Determined for Myoglobin
and in Vacuo Calculationa

ensemble
binding

barrier (kJ/mol)
unbinding

barrier (kJ/mol)

alpha T. newnesi Hb 43.0 ( 0.2 72.8 ( 0.6
alpha human Hb 43.2 ( 0.2 73.1 ( 0.6
beta T. newnesi Hb 43.2 ( 0.2 73.0 ( 0.6
beta human Hb 43.4 ( 0.2 72.3 ( 0.6
myoglobinb 43.8 ( 0.6 74.1 ( 0.6
in vacuo calculationb 47.6 87.6

a The noise corresponds to a standard deviation. b From Amadei
et al., 2007.24
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chains is very similar to that of HbA chains and of myoglobin,
suggesting that the CO binding to heme is not affected by the
protein sequence and structure. This is probably due to the fact
that all nonconservative replacements in the primary structure
of the R- and �-chains of HbA and HbTn leave the electrostatic
field surrounding the heme pocket essentially unmodified. In
this respect, it can be concluded that the Fe-CO bond is mainly
influenced by the position of the conserved distal histidine E7,
which is the only residue reasonably close to the Fe-CO moiety.

These data leave unanswered the question of the differences
in the oxidation rate and mechanism between HbA and HbTn,
suggesting that an important role in defining these properties is
played by the tetrameric structure.

The similar dynamic behavior of myoglobin, HbA, and HbTn
chains is in agreement with the recent discovery that globins
exhibit a high degree of correlated displacements, in particular
in the C, E, and F helices.22 In the globin family, sequence
homology can be as small as 16%, but the fold is highly
evolutionarily conserved.30,31 Thus, the same structure in these
proteins determines a similar dynamic behavior, at least in the
functionally important regions, and assures the essential link
structure/dynamics function.

It has been also proposed that although the features of CO
binding to myoglobin are similar to those of isolated Hb chains
the CO rebinding is faster in HbA chains than in myoglobin.53

Our results suggest that the differences observed for the reaction
with CO of these globins involve the rate of ligand migration
to the solvent, rather than the Fe-CO complex formation/
rupture. These findings are supported by recent works, both
experimental and theoretical,54-56 which focus on finding the
CO ligand pathway inside globins. In particular, a very recent
paper on the comparison of X-ray structures of globins in the
presence of xenon has revealed that the location of the cavities
is different from one globin to another.54 Furthermore, computa-
tion of the complete map of the CO pathway inside a broad
range of monomeric globins has shown that the location of these
pathways can be very different for Mb’s of different species55

and for different globins.56

Conclusion

In this paper, we have used molecular dynamics simulations,
the perturbed matrix method, and basic statistical mechanics to
describe the free energy surface and the kinetics of the reaction
of CO binding/unbinding to separated HbA and HbTn chains.

The rate constants describing this process are in reasonable
agreement with available experimental data, further confirming
the validity of this theoretical approach to the study of chemical
reactions in complex systems. Interestingly, the data obtained
for the separated chains of HbA and HbTn are very similar to
each other and in good agreement with those reported for
myoglobin. Accordingly, the binding of ligands to the heme in
globins seems to follow a similar free energy surface, despite
the structural differences within this protein family. The R/�
equivalence found in the separated chains of the studied Hbs
suggests that it is intrinsic to the chains and arises from
evolutionary pressure to endow structurally inequivalent chains
with the same functional properties.

Altogether our and previous data suggest that the differences
observed in the kinetics among these proteins should be
attributed to differences in the ligand migration from and to
the solvent. This conclusion is supported by very recent
experimental54 and theoretical55,56 data. Finally, our data provide
an indirect support to the recent discovery that globin family
proteins exhibit common dynamics,22 further confirming previ-
ous observation that dynamic properties of proteins are strongly
related to their overall architecture.57
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